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Writing what I like, I take leave of 
sen-sickle or censured writings. For 

within the contrarian operation lies truth 
to be decompounded just the same, tucked 
just so, under the lid of obscurity.

2. Written plainly, O Sons Of Wisdom, with 
ambiguous and equivocal words which 
through patience are to be thoroughly co-
loured, passed and accomplished, by occult 
operation. 

3. Taketh my words as the Crow, which is the 
blackness of the night and clearness of the 
day, who flies without wings, reverent, hid-
den from the thoughtless world.

4. Have care with the manifold significations 
of words as I write these in hopes of kicking 
the can not forward to the many, but inward, 
to the few.

5. I warn you now to Diligent And Fair Intent, and to every Man Jack of you who 
dare’th finish this little quip into Masonic thought and still feel offended by its 
content or style; I offer you in advance, my sincere and profound apology.

6. Brave and foolish, I now consciously misuse my defective powers of perception 
to my advantage. Whereby I might make large, this small Fellowcraft essay on the 
Three Great Lights of Freemasonry. 

7. The Bible, Square and Compasses present and contain analogies, symbolism 
and paradox’s made sure by all that take a firm stance upon comfortable planes, 
lost to their own illusions. It is my purpose of late to shake up this set ground, to 
hover perhaps, and see past what is known by inherited demarcations.



The Holy Bible, a rule and guide to our faith.  
Faith... did that word just slip on by as if it’s 

meaning was certain? Consider now the Square 
and Compasses, mathematics employed for 
the development of inspiration, design and/or 
construction in service to, the natural world. 

9. Did you pause at all over the word “natural”, 
or the use of the word, coloured? I purposely 
slow you now as much is to be lost in the com-
forts of efficiency.  

10. By the sheer demonstrative vocabulary of 
the proceeding, the word meanings may have as 
much to do with the culture and times as the 
“colours” forming the words themselves. 

11. For example; The colloquialism - Man Jack - Jack of all trades, pointing at or 
to those who possess a greater understanding of nature, and the forces dwelling 
within and without mankind, as a whole. 

12. Perception and belief, save faith, are laid waste against the backdrop of con-
ception, which by degree, overcomes the firm of stance and allows progression 
towards divestment, truth and light. 

13. The psychology or the point within, when raised to the higher and sustained, 
readies it’s pressures in due time, on all things material.

14. By perfect points, Oh Egyptian Maid
 I love ye, in every way

15. Of rings two, three, and three times three
 But memories of The Mysteries

16. You wish for an argument by now. An hypothesis and a close no doubt. This 
my Brothers has already been done. Colours fall as virgin rain upon the Gobi 
herein, pass and accomplish!   


